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The news media report global conflicts
related to religion. New expressions of
religiosity and spirituality appear in
popular media culture. The relationship
between media and the sacred has
become an inevitable topic.

This book offers new and fresh per-
spectives on the media, the sacred and
religion. It has a Nordic voice. This
means that it focuses on empirical data
collected from the Nordic countries.
Most of the authors are from the Nordic
region, yet critical views from other
corners of the world are brought in as
well.

This book creates a platform for a
genuinely multidimensional and cross-
disciplinary discussion on the subject of
the media, the sacred and religion in the
context of (post)modern media.
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Denmark
Documentalist: Peder Grøngaard

Brands. Meaning and Value in Media Culture
Adam Arvidsson, London, Routledge, 2006, 168 p., ISBN 0-415-34716-5.

Brands are now a dominant feature of contemporary living. Drawing on
rich empirical material, this book builds up a critical theory, arguing that
brands have become an important tool for transforming everyday life into
economic value. Corporate logos are inscribed in our everyday life as
companies try to brand a particular life-style or value complex onto their
products, working on the assumption that consumers desire products for
their ability to give meaning to their lives. However, brands also have a
key function within managerial strategy. Examining the history of
audience and market research, marketing thought and advertising strategy,
the author traces the historical development of branding. Through his
evaluation of new media, contemporary management and overall media

economics, he presents a systematic and comprehensive theory of brands.

For further information, see: http://www.routledge.com/

Interface://Culture. The World Wide Web as Political Resource and
Aesthetic Form
Klaus Bruhn Jensen (ed.), Frederiksberg, Samfundslitteratur Press, 2005, 254 p., ISBN 87-593-
1146-0, (Modinet book series).

This volume takes stock of the web, a decade after its popular break-
through. The articles examine websites as interfaces to contemporary
culture and as resources for political participation. Following accounts of
the history of computers and the web, the volume presents concrete analy-
ses of how politicians, corporations, activists, cultural institutions, and
media weave the web for the general public.

Contains the following articles: Klaus Bruhn Jensen: Introduction,
Anker Helms Jørgensen and Lars Erik Udsen: From calculation to culture:
a brief history of the computer as interface, Niels Ole Finnemann: The
cultural grammar of the internet, Klaus Bruhn Jensen and Rasmus Helles:
”Who do you think we are?”: a content analysis of websites as

participatory resources for politics, business, and civil society, Anne Ellerup Nielsen: The ”caring”
corporation: a case study of companies’ ethical discourse on the web, Lene Hansen: The politics of
digital autobiography: understanding www.johnkerry.com, Dag Petersson: From image archive to
interarchive: kulturatlas.dk and the digital archive as information marketplace, Bo Kampmann
Walther: A hard day’s work: reflections on the interfacing of transmedialization and speed in ”24”.

For further information, see: http://www.samfundslitteratur.dk/
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Spaces of Navigation. A Study of the Web as a Global Archive for Scholarly
Literature
Rune Dalgaard, Århus, University of Aarhus, 2005, 198 p. (Århus Universitet, Institut for Infor-
mations- og Medievidenskab). Note: Ph.D. thesis. English summary, pp. 178-182. Danish
summary, pp. 183-185.

This project focuses on ”The Web as a global archive” – a new archival form – and its role for the
”scholarly literature” in terms of organization, filtering and navigation. For analytic and methodic
purposes this focus can be rephrased into three questions that address the qualities of this new
archival form in different dimensions: 1) How does the Web alter the basic conditions of storage
and access for scholarly literature? 2) What is the order of the Web compared to the order of print?
3) What is the mode of navigation furthered by the Web with respect to scholarly literature and
how does it relate to navigation in printed literature?

For further information, see: http://imv.au.dk/~runed/pub/pub.html/

Special issue: Terrorism and Film and Other Media
Richard Raskin (ed.), P.o.v.: A Danish journal of film studies (2005)20, temanummer, 128 p.,
ISSN 1396-1160. (Århus Universitet, Institut for Informations- og Medievidenskab).

Contains the following articles: Francesco Caviglia: A child eating ice-
cream before the explosion: notes on a controversial scene in ”The Battle
of Algiers”, Hanne Miriam Larsen: Hostage videos: tropes of terror as so-
cial practice, Trine Winter Mortensen: The empty accountancy of things:
reasons for fundamentalism in Hanif Kureishi’s and Udayan Prasad’s
”My Son the Fanatic”, Bülent Diken and Carsten Bagge Laustsen: 9/11 as
a Hollywood fantasy, Eric Gans: Clouzot’s cruel cow, Bodil Marie
Thomsen: The idea of ”war against terror” and the exhibition of tortured
bodies, Finn Olesen: Terrorism, technology and translation, Øystein
Gaasholt: A note on ”Terror(ism) and the media”, Jody Pennington: Stuck
in the middle with you: dilemmas of the mass media when covering terro-

rism in the Information Age, Richard Raskin: ”Butterfly” and ”Firing Squad”: a comparison of
two TV spots representing state terror.

Note: All issues of p.o.v. can be found on the Internet at: http://imv.au.dk/publikationer/pov/POV.html

Lokalpressen. Danmarks lokale ugeaviser og distriktsblade 1850-2003 [The
Local Press: Denmark’s local weeklies and district papers 1850-2003: a
handbook]
Jette Drachmann Søllinge, Århus, Statsbiblioteket, 2005. 711 p., ISBN 87-7507-281-5. (Stats-
biblioteket).

The structure of the Danish printed press is characterised by – in addition to the daily newspapers,
national, regional and local – the existence of a large number of local, free weeklies. Currently,
about 285 such papers are published with a total print run of about 7½ million copies. Every week
throughout the year. In each and every local community, local municipality, town, suburb or
metropolitan district. And they are read by more or less everybody.

At the same time they are virtually unknown to researchers. Even though such papers have
been appearing since the 1850s. Press historians have almost totally ignored them. Neither have
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they been mined for their wealth of information on local affairs and events by e.g. local historians
or genealogists. The main reason for this state of affairs has been the lack of an overview of the
field: What papers have been published when for what area?

This handbook registers and describes the Danish district or local weekly press in its entirety
from the beginnings around 1850 until the end of the year 2003. The many papers – 2422 in all –
are organised by municipalities and towns and listed chronologically within the areas. Each title
has been dated and furnished with a description covering such aspects as distribution area, publis-
her, editor, periodicity, print run and library holdings. Further, the book contains a historical
introduction to its subject and detailed indexes.

In order to make the handbook usable for non-Danish readers it has been supplied with an Eng-
lish summary and a users’ guide containing translations of all central terms employed in the hand-
book section.

Other new literature

Berth, Mette: Adaptive ethnography: methodologies
for the study of mobile learning in youth culture.
Roskilde, Roskilde University, 2005, 7 p. (Roskilde
Universitetscenter, Institut for Kommunikation, Jour-
nalistik og Datalogi). Note: Paper submitted to the
conference Seeing, Learning, Understanding in the
Mobile Age, Budapest, April 28-30, 2005. Internet
address: http://www.ruc.dk/upload/application/ pdf/
f51d6748/BerthBudapest2005.pdf
MOBILE TELEPHONES • LEARNING • MEDIA USE
• ETHNOGRAPHY • YOUTH CULTURE
• RESEARCH METHODS

Bruhn Jensen, Klaus (ed.); Jankowski, Nicholas
W. (ed.): A handbook of qualitative methodologies
for mass communication research. (S.l.), Ilshin
Publishing Company, 2004, 367 p.

A Korean translation of the book ”A handbook of
qualitative methodologies for mass communication
research”.

MASS COMMUNICATION • COMMUNICATION
RESEARCH • RESEARCH METHODS •
COMMUNICATION THEORY • MEDIA • HISTORY

Lund, Anker Brink: Institutional competitiveness in
media markets. Frederiksberg, Copenhagen Busi-
ness School, 2005, (Working paper; 2005:8).
(Handelshøjskolen i København, International Cen-
ter for Business and Politics). Note: Internet address:
http://ir.lib.cbs.dk/
MEDIA • POLITICS • MARKET • ORGANIZATIONS
• MEDIA INDUSTRY • MEDIA CONVERGENCE
• REGULATIONS • GLOBALIZATION • DENMARK
• NORDIC COUNTRIES

Articles

Arnoldi, Jakob: Knowledge and expertise in the
media age. Nord nytt (2005)94, pp. 79-85, ISSN
0008-1345.

MEDIA • NEWS • KNOWLEDGE • SOCIAL POWER
• JOURNALISTS • PUBLIC RELATIONS
• INFORMATION SOURCES • COMPETITION
• DENMARK

Bruhn Jensen, Klaus; Murero, Monica: The Internet
as an area of research. In: Consalvo, Mia (ed.);
Baym, Nancy (ed.); Hunsinger, Jeremy (ed.); Bruhn
Jensen, Klaus (ed.); Logie, John (ed.); Murero,
Monica (ed.); Shade, Leslie Regan (ed.): Internet
research annual: selected papers from the Asso-
ciation of Internet Researchers Conferences 2000-
2002: vol. 1, New York, Peter Lang, 2004, pp. 13-
16, ISBN 0-8204-6840-1, (Digital formations; 19).
INTERNET • INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
• COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
• EVERYDAY LIFE

Tufte, Thomas: Eduentretenimiento en la comuni-
cación para en VIH/SIDA: más allá del mercadeo,
hacia el empoderamiento. Investigación & Desar-
rollo 12(2004)1, pp. 24-43, ISSN 0121-3261.
MEDIA • EDUCATION • ENTERTAINMENT
• HEALTH INFORMATION • COMMUNICATION
• SOCIAL CHANGE • SOUTH AFRICA

Tufte, Thomas: HIV/AIDS, globalizacao e seguran-
ca ontológica: desafios comunicativos chave na
prevencao do HIV/AIDS. Intexto 10(2004)1, pp. 1-
13, ISSN 1807-8583. Note: Paper presented at the
11th FELAFACS Conference, Puerto Rico, October
4-8, 2003. Note: Internet address: http://www.intexto.
ufrgs.br/
HEALTH INFORMATION
• COMMUNICATION PLANNING • SOCIAL CHANGE •
GLOBALIZATION

Tufte, Thomas: Soap operas and sense-making:
mediations and audience ethnography. In: Singhal,
Arvind (ed.); Cody, Michael J. (ed.); Rogers, Eve-
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rett M. (ed.); Sabido, Miguel (ed.): Entertainment-
education and social change: history, research,
and practice, Mahwah, New Jersey, Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates, 2004, pp. 399-415, ISBN 0-
8058-4552-6, (LEA’s communication series).
TELEVISION SERIALS • EDUCATION
• ENTERTAINMENT • HEALTH INFORMATION
• COMMUNICATION • SOCIAL CHANGE
• ETHNOGRAPHY • RECEPTION • BRAZIL

Tufte, Thomas: Telenovelas, cultura e mudancas so-
ciais: da polissemia, prazer e resistência à comunica-
cao estratégica e ao desenvolvimento social. In: Lo-
pes, Maria Immacolata Vassallo de (ed.): Teleno-
vela: internacionalizacao e interculturalidade, Sao
Paulo, Edicoes Loyola, 2004, pp. 293-319, ISBN
85-15-02888-3, (Colecao comunicacao contem-
porânea; 4).

TELEVISION SERIALS • EDUCATION
• ENTERTAINMENT • COMMUNICATION
• SOCIAL CHANGE • CULTURAL CHANGE

Tufte, Thomas: Arvind Singhal and W. Stephen
Howard (eds.). (2003). ”The Children of Africa
Confront AIDS”. Athens, OH: Ohio University Press.
Journal of Health Communication 10(2005)3, pp.
279-283, ISSN 1081-0730.

A review of the book Arvind Singhal and W. Ste-
phen Howard (eds.): ”The Children of Africa Con-
front AIDS”, Athens, OH, 2003.

HEALTH INFORMATION • CHILDREN
• COMMUNICATION • SOCIAL CHANGE • AFRICA
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Finland
Documentalist: Margareta Ekman

”Hej Seppo, Could you Pls Comment on this!” Internal Email
Communication in Lingua Franca English in a Multinational Company
Anne Kankaanranta, Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, Centre for Applied Language Studies,
2005, 459 p., ISBN 951-39-2320-7. Note: Doctoral dissertation

This dissertation examines company-internal email communication in
lingua franca English in a multinational company. It analyzes a corpus of
282 emails written by the company’s Finnish and Swedish employees at all
organizational levels, from vice president to secretary. In addition to the
email corpus, the case study makes use of contextual information collec-
ted via questionnaires, an interview, a focus group, and some literary sour-
ces. Although the research focuses on the nature of genre(s) in email, it
also sheds light on differences between Finnish and Swedish communi-
cation styles. Genre theory provides the theoretical foundation for the
study.

Communication Practices in Inter-Organisational Product Development
Maria Paasivaara, Espoo, Finland: Helsinki University of Technology, 2005, x + 226 p., fig.,
tab., ISBN 951-22-7934-7, (Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Computer Science
and Engineering, TKK Dissertations; 17, ISSN 1795-4584). Note: Doctoral dissertation

The study focuses on communication needs, problems and practices in
distributed inter-organisational product development projects. The main
objective is to identify and describe successful communication practices.
In addition, the study aims to increase the understanding of the communi-
cation needs behind the practices, as well as to identify communication
problems and unsuccessful practices. Methodologically, the research is a
qualitative multiple-case study consisting of 12 case projects. The cases
were grouped into two separate studies according to the industry. Study 1
concentrated on distributed inter-organisational projects that developed
plastic products, whereas Study 2 examined global software development
projects. In Study 1, data was collected using the social process simulation

method, which combines several data collection methods, such as semi-structured interviews and
simulation sessions. In Study 2, semi-structured interviews were used.

Also available on the Internet, ISBN 951-22-7935-5. http://lib.tkk.fi/Diss/2005/isbn9512279355/
isbn9512279355.pdf
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On the Highway of Mass Communication Studies
Veikko Pietilä, Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press, 2004, 416 p., ISBN 1-57273-526-0, (The Hampton
Press communication series).

The book gives an historical overview of theory and research in the field
of mass communication studies. It is an account of the scholarly discour-
ses that have been concerned with mass communication within a period
that extends from the early days of the press in the 17th century to the
Internet and other advanced communication technologies. The discourses
are described in regard to their essential points, and they are contextua-
lized in the social and intellectual settings of their times. The book can
serve as a text, outlining the history of mass communication to provide the
reader with a meaningful entry into this field.

Corporate Environmental Reporting. Suggestions for an Incremental and
Standardised Framework Applicable to a Variety of Companies Especially
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Laila Törnroos, Espoo, Finland: Nordic Innovation Centre, 2004, vii + 156: fig., tab., ISBN 951-
22-7460-4, (Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Forest Products Technology, NT
techn report; 568, ISSN 0283-7234). Note: Doctoral dissertation

Corporate environmental reporting is examined with the objective of
contributing to the development of a commonly agreed framework and
guidelines for environmental reporting. The framework is intended to be
applicable to all kind of companies. However, the study considers the
needs of reporting beginners and companies lacking resources for
comprehensive reporting practices. The study includes environmental
reporting on a generic level. The study pays attention to reporting practices
in the Nordic countries and especially in Finland. A survey of 16 randomly
selected Finnish companies, most of which are SMEs, was performed.
Only a small number of the Finnish SMEs questioned had issued an

environmental report or planned to do so. A survey of the development of environmental report-
ing in seven selected Nordic companies showed that environmental information issued by the
selected companies has decreased but reporting on social issues expanded. The empirical studies
were complemented by a visit to the companies’ websites. Though some of the companies
provided comprehensive environmental information on the web pages information was seldom
clearly structured.

Also available on the Internet, ISBN 951-22-7461-2. http://lib.tkk.fi/Diss/2005/isbn9512274612/
isbn9512274612.pdf
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Other new literature

The Natural Disaster in Asia on 26 December, 2004.
Helsinki, Accident Investigation Board, 2005, I-
XIII + 217 p., ill., tab., ISBN 951-836-162-2,
(Investigation report A ; 2/2004 Y, ISSN 1239-
5315). Notes: Translation of the original Finnish
report. Also available on the Internet: http://www.
onnettomuustutkinta.fi/uploads/dr3cvra.pdf
DISASTERS • CRISIS • AUTHORITIES
• FLOW OF INFORMATION
• DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
• COMMUNICATION • FINLAND

Articles

Hujanen, Taisto: Implications for public service
broadcasters. In: Brown, Allan (ed.); Picard, Ro-
bert G. (ed.): Digital terrestrial television in Eu-
rope. New Jersey, Lawrence Erlbaum, 2005, ISBN
0-8058-5387-1, pp. 57-84.
BROADCASTING • PUBLIC SERVICE
• DIGITALIZATION • DIGITAL MEDIA • TELEVISION
• EUROPE

Näränen, Pertti: European regulation of digital te-
levision. In: Brown, Allan (ed.); Picard Robert G.
(ed.): Digital terrestrial television in Europe. New
Jersey, Lawrence Erlbaum, 2005, ISBN 0-8058-
5387-1, pp. 37-55.
BROADCASTING • DIGITAL MEDIA
• INTERACTIVE MEDIA • TELEVISION
• REGULATIONS •  EUROPEAN UNION

Pantti, Mervi; Wieten, Jan: Mourning becomes the
nation: television coverage of the murder of Pim
Fortyun. Journalism Studies 6 (2005) 3, pp. 301-
313, ISSN: 1461-670X.
TELEVISION NEWS • TELEVISION JOURNALISM
• EMOTIONS • POLITICIANS • PIM FORTUYN
•  NETHERLANDS

Pasti, Svetlana: Return to media serving the state:
journalists i Karelia. In: Melin, Harri (ed.): Social
structure, public space and civil society in Karelia.
Helsinki, Kikimora Publications, 2005, ISBN 952-
10-2479-8, pp. 117-144.
MASS MEDIA • NEWSPAPERS • JOURNALISTS
• ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
• FREEDOM OF THE PRESS • KARELIA

Pietiläinen, Jukka: Media in the the life of Russians.
In: Melin, Harri (ed.): Social structure, public space
and civil society in Karelia. Helsinki, Kikimora
Publications, 2005, ISBN 952-10-2479-8, pp. 99-
116.
MASS MEDIA • AUDIENCES • MEDIA USE
• NEWSPAPERS • TELEVISION • RADIO • KARELIA
• RUSSIA

Uskali, Turo: Paying attention to weak signals: the
key concept for innovation journalism. Innovation
Journalism 2 (2005) 11, pp. 1-19, ISSN 1549-9049.
Available only on the Internet: http://www.
innovationjournalism.org/archive/INJO-2-11.pdf
JOURNALISM • JOURNALISTIC GENRES
• ECONOMIC INFORMATION

Wieten, Jan; Pantti, Mervi: Obsessed with the
audience: breakfast television revisited. Media,
Culture & Society 27 (2005) 1, pp. 21-39, ISSN:
0163-4437.
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
• TALK SHOW PROGRAMMES
• TELEVISION JOURNALISM
• COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
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Norway
Documentalist: Pernille Riise Lothe

Goodnow, Katherine J.; Córdova S., Verónica; Vene-
gas, Heidi: ICT and multicultural practice. Ber-
gen, Universitetet i Bergen, 2004, 202 p., ISBN 82-
996675-2-6, (Report; 1), (Universitetet i Bergen,
InterMedia).
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
• DESIGN • IDENTITY • CULTURE
• GENDER • COMMUNITIES • PARTICIPATION

Articles

Arntsen, Hilde: Staging the nation?: nation, myth
and cultural stereotypes in the international
Eurovision Song Contest finals in Estonia, Latvia
and Norway. In: Bærug, Richard (ed.): The Baltic
media world, Riga, [s.n.], 2005, pp. 145-157, ISBN
9984-19-683-6. Note: The publication has been
supported financially by the Royal Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Norway.
POPULAR CULTURE • STEREOTYPES • MUSIC
• NATIONAL IDENTITY • BROADCASTING
• TELEVISION

Gripsrud, Jostein: Broadcast television: the chances
of its survival in a digital age. In: Spigel, Lynn
(ed.); Olsson, Jan (ed.): Television after TV: essays
on a medium in transition, Durham, N.C., Duke
University Press, 2004, pp. 210-223, ISBN 0-8223-
3393-7, (Console-ing passions).
TELEVISION • BROADCASTING • DIGITALIZATION
• MEDIA POLICY

Iversen, Gunnar: Kampen om tungtvannet. In: Soila,
Tytti (ed.): The Cinema of Scandinavia, London,
Wallflower, 2005, pp. 91-101, ISBN 1-904764-22-
3, (24 frames).
FILMS • FILM DIRECTORS • WAR • WAR FILMS
• HISTORY • FILM PRODUCTION

Iversen, Gunnar: Learning from genre: genre cycles
in modern Norwegian Cinema. In: Elkington, Tre-
vor G. (ed.); Nestingen, Andrew K. (ed.): Trans-
national cinema in a global north: Nordic cinema
in transition, Detroit, Wayne State University Press,
2005, pp. 261-277, ISBN 0-8143-3243-9, (Contem-
porary approaches to film and television series ).
FILMS • FILM GENRES • FILM PRODUCTION
• FILM DIRECTORS • MEDIA POLICY

Ottosen, Rune: The Norwegian media image of the
war in Afghanistan: peacekeeping or agression.
Conflict & communication online 3(2004)1/2, 14
p., ISSN 1618-0747. Note: Also available on the
Internet: http://www.cco.regener-online.de/.

This article analyzes the framing of Norwegian
media coverage of the war against terror in Afgha-
nistan with special emphasis of the coverage of the
Norwegian military presence in Afghanistan.
Norwegian forces became involved in a military
intervention for the first time since the Second
World War when ex-Yugoslavia was attacked in
April 1999. At that time, Norway provided military
support for the invasion and placed fighter planes
and Norwegian pilots at the disposal of NATO. The
war in Afghanistan represented an additional di-
mension, with Norwegian ground forces taking part
in the hunt for al-Qaida fighters in the mountains
of Afghanistan. The purpose of this article is to
give a picture of Norwegian media coverage of the
war in Afghanistan, with a special emphasis on the
coverage of Norway’s role in the conflict. As a
small country with traditionally close relations to
US, Norway had to balance, like many other small
countries, between the need uphold its traditional
policy of complying with international law, and the
desire to avoid provoking the USA with criticism
and actions that could be regarded as disloyal and
thus harm the bilateral relationship. This dilemma
must also be seen as a problem for the mainstream
media, which traditionally has been loyal to
Norwegian security policy. Two main issues are
discussed: 1. How was the start of the war covered
in the media in October 2001? 2. In what context
was the Norwegian military presence covered? The
two newspapers analyzed are Aftenposten and VG.
The choice of these two newspapers was made to
include Norway’s largest and potentially most
influential morning paper (Aftenposten) and its
largest tabloid, as well as largest newspaper (VG).
Quantitative as well as qualitative methods are used
to analyze the coverage. Both Aftenposten’s and
VG’s coverage on the first day of the war in Afgha-
nistan are dominated by pro-US framing and the
use of Western sources. The pro-US framing is
more obvious in Aftenposten than in VG. The
editorial in VG was more unconditionally supportive
than the editorial in Aftenposten. VG is also much
clearer in its framing of Norway as a potential
victim of future acts of terror. Norway’s role as a
potential military actor in the region is at this stage
virtually absent in both newspapers. The legal
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aspects are mentioned in the two newspapers,
though in a very superficial manner. Neither of the
newspapers focuses on potential “hidden agendas”
in their news coverage. No issue is made of the
USA’s potential global interests or the issue of
controlling oil flows from the region. Aftenposten,
in its coverage of an attack on a wedding party,
treats this incident as “collateral damage” and in
no way links it to Norway’s military presence.
Norway is simply a “loyal ally” receiving praise
from the US for doing a “good job”.

NEWSPAPERS • JOURNALISM • NEWS • WAR
• NEWS COVERAGE • TERRORISM

Røssland, Lars Arve: Accountability systems and
media ethics: landscapes and limits. In: Bærug,
Richard (ed.): The Baltic media world, Riga, [s.n.],
2005, pp. 14-24, ISBN 9984-19-683-6. Note: The
publication has been supported financially by the
Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom
of Norway.
MEDIA • ETHICS • JOURNALISTS • SOCIETY
• MEDIA POLICY

Skogerbø, Eli; Syvertsen, Trine: Towards an infor-
mation society?: the value of media production and
consumption. Javnost: the public 11(2004)1, pp.
45-60, ISSN 1318-3222.
INFORMATION SOCIETY • MEDIA • PRODUCTION
• CONSUMPTION

Skretting, Kathrine: Taxi. In: Soila, Tytti (ed.): The
Cinema of Scandinavia, London, Wallflower, 2005,
pp. 243-250, ISBN 1-904764-22-3, (24 frames).
FILMS • ADVERTISING • FILM PRODUCTION
• FILM DIRECTORS • POPULAR CULTURE

Sørenssen, Bjørn: Heftig og begeistret. In: Soila,
Tytti (ed.): The Cinema of Scandinavia, London,
Wallflower, 2005, pp. 235-241, ISBN 1-904764-
22-3, (24 frames).
FILMS • DOCUMENTARY FILMS • MUSIC
• FILM DIRECTORS • FILM PRODUCTION

Sørenssen, Bjørn: Hrafn Gunnlaugsson: the viking
who came in from the cold. In: Elkington, Trevor
G. (ed.); Nestingen, Andrew K. (ed.): Transnational

cinema in a global north: Nordic cinema in
transition, Detroit, Wayne State University Press,
2005, pp. 341-356, ISBN ISBN 0-8143-3243-9,
(Contemporary approaches to film and television
series).
FILMS • FILM DIRECTORS • NARRATOLOGY
• TELEVISION SERIALS

Ytreberg, Espen: Formatting participation within
broadcast media production. Media culture & so-
ciety 26(2004)5, pp. 677-692, ISSN 0163-4437.

The article proceeds from a basic assumption that
participation in the broadcast media is about maste-
ring a set of performance roles that are given by the
production context and by the requirements of the
format. It discusses how a media production team
is able routinely and systematically to manage the
process of formatting participation; that is, the
process whereby production teams prepare non-
professional participants for the programme’s
performance requirements. It elaborates on the
various roles allotted to participants and introduces
the concepts of ‘format consonance’, ‘format
dissonance’ and ‘format incarnation’ to account
for the formatting process. It also aims to demon-
strate the way that formatting mechanisms operate
in production where the professionals emphasize
informality, everydayness and making participants
‘feel good’. The article draws for concrete examples
on an ethnographic study of the production of
Mamarazzi, a daily popular journalism format on
the Norwegian public service youth channel P3.

MEDIA • BROADCASTING • PRODUCTION
• PARTICIPATION

Østbye, Helge: Norway. In: Kelly, Mary (ed.);
Mazzoleni, Gianpietro (ed.), McQuail, Denis (ed.):
The media in Europe: the Euromedia research
group 3.ed., London, Sage, 2004, pp. 157-168,
ISBN 0-7619-4132-0. Note: Boken er tidligere utgitt
med tittelen: The media in Western Europe, 1.
utgave i 1992. Undertittel på omslaget: The
Euromedia handbook.
MEDIA • OWNERSHIP • MEDIA STRUCTURE
• POLITICS • MEDIA POLICY • LEGISLATION
• REGULATIONS • STATISTICAL DATA
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Sweden
Documentalist: Roger Palmqvist

The Challenge of the Baltic Sea Region. Culture, Ecosystems, Democracy
Göran Bolin, Monica Hammer, Frank-Michael Kirsch & Wojciech Szrubka (eds.): Hud-
dinge, Södertörns högskola, 2005, 350 p., ISBN 91-89315-59-6, (Södertörn Academic Studies;
29), ISSN 1650-433X.

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union the Baltic Sea Region and Eastern
Europe have attracted increasing interest from researchers from various
disciplines.

This book gathers researchers from humanities, the social and natural
sciences, who in their respective ways, and from a wide range of
perspectives, attempt to come to grips with the challenges that the region
poses for research.

The anthology includes 19 articles of which 3 discusses media aspects:
Class, ethnicity and media: Danzig, 1918-19 (Madeleine Hurd), The
Cultural Logic of Youth: Media Use and Cultural Preferences among
Students in Estonia and Sweden (Stina Bengtsson & Lars Lundgren), and

Restoring Democratic Discourse in the Estonian Press (1987-1990) (Epp Lauk).

Audiences and Factual and Reality Television in Sweden
Annette Hill, Lennart Weibull & Åsa Nilsson; Jönköping, Högskolan i Jönköping, 2005, 88 p.,
ISBN 91-89-164-63-6, (JIBS Research Reports; 2005-4), ISSN 1403-0462, (Jönköping Interna-
tional Business School, Media Management and Transformation Centre). Note: In conjunction
with: Communication and Media Research Institute, University of Westminster, JMG and SOM
Institute, Göteborg University. Also available on the Internet: http://www.ihh.hj.se/mmt/
documents/diva_rr_2005-4.pdf

Do audiences perceive differences between reality television programmes
and factual programming such as news and documentaries? How “real” do
they think portrayals are in docusoaps and reconstruction programmes?
What do viewers learn from both factual and reality programmes? How
important are these programmes to the offerings of television channels?
This book addresses these questions as it explores the performance of such
programmes and how audiences perceive and use the range of factual and
reality programs, ranging from news and documentaries to lifestyle expe-
riment shows and docusoaps. The book is based on a large-scale study of
audiences in Sweden. The study documents viewing habits, the signifi-

cance given different genres and programs by audiences, what viewers gain from the programmes,
and their perceptions of the actuality and truthfulness of such programs. The study has significant
implications for program managers and society as a whole as they wrestle with the economic,
cultural, and social effects of such programmes.
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Other new literature

Music and Manipulation: On the Social Uses and Social Control of Music
Steven Brown & Ulrik Volgsten (eds.): New York/Oxford, Berghahn Books, 2006, 376 p., ISBN
1-57181-489-2.

Since the beginning of human civilization, music has been used as a
device to control social behavior, where it has operated as much to
promote solidarity within groups as hostility between competing groups.
Music is an emotive manipulator that influences attitude, motivation and
behavior at many levels and in many contexts. This volume is the first to
address the social ramifications of music’s behaviorally manipulative
effects, its morally questionable uses and control mechanisms, and its
economic and artistic regulation through commercialization, thus
highlighting not only music’s diverse uses at the social level but also the
ever-fragile relationship between aesthetics and morality.

The volume includes following articles: Introduction: “How does mu-
sic work?” Toward a pragmatics of musical communication (Steven

Brown), Ritual and ritualization: Musical means of conveying and shaping emotion in humans
and other animals (Ellen Dissanayake), Music, identity, and social control (Peter J. Martin),
Between ideology and identity: Media, discourse, and affect in musical experience (Ulrik
Volgsten), Music in business environments (Adrian C. North & David J. Hargreaves), The social
uses of background music for personal enhancement (Steven Brown & Töres Theorell), Music,
moving images, semiotics, and the democratic right to know (Philip Tagg), Music video and
genre: Structure, context, and commerce (Rob Strachan), The effectiveness of music in television
commercials: A comparison of theoretical approaches (Claudia Bullerjahn), Music censorship
from Plato to the present (Marie Korpe, Ole Reitov & Martin Cloonan), Orpheus in hell: Music in
the Holocaust (Joseph J. Moreno), The changing structure of the music industry: Threats to and
opportunities for creativity (Roger Wallis), Music and reuse: Theoretical and historical
considerations (Ola Stockfelt), Copyright, music, and morals: Artistic expression and the public
sphere (Ulrik Volgsten & Yngve Åkerberg), and Aesth/ethic epilogue: Is Mozart’s music good?
(Steven Brown and Ulrik Volgsten).

Aasebø, Turid Skarre: Television as a marker of
boys’ construction of growing up. Young 13(2005)2,
pp. 185-203, ISSN 1103-3088 Note: Available on
the Internet for subscribers. http://you.sagepub.com/

Media play an important role in children’s and young
people’s construction of identity and construction of
experience in Western cultures. Masculine identity
can be constructed by the ways boys use, relate and
talk about media; but construction of identity is not
only gendered, it is also ’age-related’. This article
seeks to figure out how particularly television con-
stitutes a framework for interpretation, where boys
may demonstrate individual growth by marking them-
selves as young boys in opposition to their earlier
life as younger boys.It describes some of the binary

Articles

Carlsson, Ulla: The MacBride Report in the rear-
view mirror. In: Tresserras, Joan Manuel (ed.): 25
years of the MacBride Report: International com-
munication and communication policies, Barcelona,
Consell de l’Audiovisual de Catalunya, 2005, (XXV
aniversari de l’Informe MacBride: Comunicació
internacional i polítiques de comunicació, 2005,
Barcelona). Note: Only available on the Internet.
See NORDICOM NO. 200540158 for a Spanish ver-
sion. http://www.portalcomunicacion. com/informe_
macbride/eng/home.asp
INFORMATION SOCIETY • GLOBALIZATION
• HUMAN RIGHTS • COMMUNICATION GAP
• NEWS FLOW • COMMUNICATION POLICY
• REGULATIONS
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oppositions that constitute boys’ concepts of grow-
ing older compared with being younger, and shows
that the concept of development is powerful com-
pared to newer thinking of childhood as a valued
period in its own right. The analysis is based on
interviews of boys aged 15 to 17, who have grown
up in three different areas of Norway. .

TELEVISION • YOUTH • CHILDREN • IDENTITY
• MEN • SEX ROLE • SOCIAL ROLE • SOCIALIZATION
• NORWAY

Bolin, Göran: Notes from inside the factory: The
production and consumption of signs and sign value
in media industries. Social Semiotics 15(2005)3, pp.
289-306 , ISSN 1035-0330. Note: Also available on
the Internet: http://taylorandfrancis.metapress. com.
ezproxy.ub.gu.se/link.asp?id=t9557g0168087731

This article aims at giving some theoretical reflec-
tions and possible clarifications to theories on pro-
duction and consumption of symbolic goods and
commodities. It is argued that the production of
sign commodities generate various kinds of values,
which also differ from those produced in material
commodity production. With the example of the
television audience this article puts forth the idea
of the audience as a pure sign commodity, a com-
modity solely made up of sign structures, produced
by semiotic labour.

MEDIA • PRODUCTION • CONSUMPTION
• AUDIENCES • TELEVISION • SEMIOLOGY • VALUES

Carlsson, Ulla: Has media and communication re-
search become invisible?: some reflections from a
Scandinavian horizon . Gazette 67(2005)6, pp. 543-
546, ISSN 0016-5492. Note: http://gaz.sagepub.com.
ezproxy.ub.gu.se/cgi/reprint/67/6/543?maxtoshow
MEDIA • COMMUNICATION • RESEARCH
• PUBLICITY • METHODOLOGY
• NORDIC COUNTRIES

Carlsson, Ulla: L’Informe MacBride, vist en
perspectiva. Quaderns del CAC (2005)21, pp. 59-
63, Special issue, 159 p., ISSN 1138-9761. Note:
See also NORDICOM NO. 200540159 for an Eng-
lish version. Also available on the Internet: http://
www.audiovisualcat.net/publicacions/Q21.html
INFORMATION SOCIETY • GLOBALIZATION
• HUMAN RIGHTS • COMMUNICATION GAP
• NEWS FLOW • COMMUNICATION POLICY
• REGULATIONS

Dal Zotto, Cinzia: Human resource leadership in
highly dynamic environments: Theoretically based
analyses of 3 publishing companies. Journal of
Media Business Studies 2(2005)1, pp. 51-70, ISSN
1652-2354, (Jönköping University, Jönköping In-
ternational Business School, Media Management
and Transformation Centre).

This article explores the role of leadership and the
effects of different types of personnel planning,
hiring, and development in publishing companies.
Based on three case studies from the German news-
paper industry, it finds the human resource plan-
ning is increasingly relevant to media firms, that
many hiring practices lack sophistication and stra-
tegic orientation, and that development activities
are relatively weak. The article suggests that greater
attention to human relations activities should assist
companies in coping with the dynamic environ-
ments currently faced by media firms and in pre-
paring firms to develop and change as media mar-
kets are altered.

NEWSPAPERS • PUBLISHERS • MANAGEMENT
• ENTERPRISES • ENVIRONMENT • GERMANY

Dahlquist, Marina: Becoming American in 1910?:
Pathé Frères’ settlement in New Jersey. Quarterly
Review of Film and Video 22(2005)3, pp. 251-362,
ISSN 1050-9208. Note: See also NORDICOM NO.
200540181. Also available on the http://www.tandf.
co.uk/journals/titles/10509208.html
FILMS • FILM INDUSTRY • ENTERPRISES
• GLOBALIZATION • MARKET • AMERICA • FRANCE

Dahlquist, Marina: Global versus local: The case
of Pathé. Film History : An International Journal
17(2005)1, pp. 29-38, ISSN 0892-2160. Note: See
also NORDICOM NO. 200540179. Also available
on the http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/film_history/
toc/fih17.1.html
FILMS • LOCAL MEDIA • GLOBALIZATION • FILM
PRODUCTION • EXHIBITION • HISTORY • SWEDEN

Devlin, Maurice: ’Teenage traumas’: the discur-
sive construction of young people as a ’problem’ in
an Irish radio documentary. Young 13(2005)2, pp.
167-184, ISSN 1103-3088 Note: Available on the
Internet for subscribers. http://you.sagepub.com/

Previous research has shown that media represen-
tations of young people consistently portray them
as in one way or another ’problematic’, but little
such research has focused specifically on the me-
dium of radio. This article contains a detailed case
study of a radio documentary series broadcast in
Ireland called The Teenage Years. It explores the
editorial, rhetorical and narrative devices used to
construct and sustain a mainstream clinical-psy-
chological discourse of adolescence, one which
effectively ’pathologizes’ the teenage years. It also
’homogenizes’ them, privileging age as an explana-
tory factor in shaping identity and development
and thereby systematically ignoring other aspects
of social inequality and stratification. It is argued
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that this is an important ideological dimension of
the discourse expressed and enacted by the series.

RADIO DOCUMENTARIES • RADIO SERIALS
• YOUTH • IDENTITIES • RHETORIC
• NARRATOLOGY • DISCOURSE • IRELAND

Falk, Erika; Grizard, Erin: The ”glass ceiling” per-
sists: Women leaders in communication companies.
Journal of Media Business Studies 2(2005)1, pp.
23-50, ISSN 1652-2354, (Jönköping University,
Jönköping International Business School, Media
Management and Transformation Centre).

This article documents the number of women in
executive positions and on boards of directors of
the largest media and communication companies in
the U.S. and looks at the human resource policies
of the companies. On average, women make up no
more than 15% of top executives and even less of
board directors, and no company has a majority of
women in top executive positions or on boards.
The article also examines the degree to which these
firms provide benefits packages that address wom-
en’s needs. Although the percentage of companies
that offer all employees medical benefits of par-
ticular concern to women is quite high, other ben-
efits are still notably lacking. Programs that pro-
vide on-site early education and care are very rare
as are programs that provide paternity benefits.

COMMUNICATION • MANAGEMENT • GENDER
• WOMEN

Fullerton, John: Introduction: Local film. Film
History: An International Journal 17(2005)1, pp.
3-6, ISSN 0892-2160. Note: Also available on the
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/film_history/toc/
fih17.1.html
FILMS • LOCAL MEDIA • RECEPTION • EXHIBITION
• FILM PRODUCTION • COMMUNITIES • HISTORY

Fullerton, John; King, Elaine: Local views, distant
scenes: Registering affect in surviving Mexican
actuality films of the 1920s. Film History: An In-
ternational Journal 17(2005)1, pp. 66-87, ISSN
0892-2160. Note: Also available on the http://
muse.jhu.edu/journals/film_history/toc/fih17.1.html
FILMS • HISTORY • PHOTOGRAPHERS
• VISUAL COMMUNICATION • MEXICO

Habel, Ylva: To Stockholm, with love: The critical
reception of Josephine Baker, 1927-35. Film His-
tory: An International Journal 17(2005)1, pp. 125-
138, ISSN 0892-2160. Note: Also available on the
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/film_history/toc/
fih17.1.html
FILMS • HISTORY • CULTURE • MUSIC
• ENTERTAINMENT • SWEDEN • JOSEPHINE BAKER

Iversen, Gunnar: Cutting bordello scenes and
dances: Local regulation and film censorship in
Norway before 1913. Film History: An Interna-
tional Journal 17(2005)1, pp. 106-112, ISSN 0892-
2160. Note: Also available on the http://muse.jhu.
edu/journals/film_history/toc/fih17.1.html
FILMS • HISTORY • REGULATIONS • CENSORSHIP
• LOCAL MEDIA • LAW • INFORMATION SOURCES
• NORWAY

Jernudd, Åsa: Reform and entertainment: Film ex-
hibition and leisure in a small town in Sweden at
the end of the nineteenth century. Film History: An
International Journal 17(2005)1, pp. 88-105, ISSN
0892-2160. Note: Also available on the http://
muse.jhu.edu/journals/film_history/toc/fih17.1.html
FILMS • HISTORY • EXHIBITION • ENTERTAINMENT
• LOCAL MEDIA • LOCAL PRESS • SWEDEN

Lan, Jun; Xu, Yingzi: The dilemma and future of
Chinese provincial satellite television. Journal of
Media Business Studies 2(2005)1, pp. 1-22, ISSN
1652-2354, (Jönköping University, Jönköping In-
ternational Business School, Media Manageent and
Transformation Centre).

This article explores the changing nature of na-
tional television in China and how developments in
provincial satellite television (PSTV) are altering
competition and strategy of television firms through-
out the nation. Provincial satellite television is a
term denoting television stations owned and oper-
ating by Chinese provincial governments but avail-
able to Chinese audiences nationwide. This article
adopts strategy methods and points out the serious
dilemma of PSTV in China and the reasons behind
it. The feasability of re-positioning PSTV in the
marketplace is discussed and suggestions are made
for investors interested in the future of the Chinese
television industry.

TELEVISION • NATIONAL BROADCASTING
• SATELLITES • BROADCASTING POLICY
• MEDIA POLICY • POLITICS • CHINA

Lee, Lisa: Young people and the Internet: from
theory to practice. Young 13(2005)4, pp. 315-326,
ISSN 1103-3088 Note: Also available on the
Internet for subscribers. http://you.sagepub.com/

The article explores critical factors involved in the
interaction of society and technology, by consider-
ing processes and outcomes of Internet use and prac-
tices by teenagers. Drawing on empirical work in
four Brighton (UK) schools with distinctive social,
cultural and economic characteristics, a model of
analysis is developed in which key structural and
personal situations reveal the complexity in the co-
construction of users and technology. On a base level,
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an important aspect of this complexity emerges from
young people’s changing social and institutional
contexts of use (such as the home and the school),
social biographies and life trajectories. On another
level, reflections are made on the temporal nature of
such patterns or discussions, because of wider tech-
nological, cultural and social changes and develop-
ments. Significantly therefore, much emphasis is
placed on the limitations of particular units of analy-
sis in the study of young people and technologies, as
these are seen as far too reductive and too determin-
istic, calling for methodological approaches that
allow greater flexibility in the research of fluid and
complex phenomena.

INTERNET • YOUTH • MEDIA USE • SCHOOLS
• ENVIRONMENT • SOCIAL CHANGE
• COMMUNICATION EFFECTS
• INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
• UK

Olsson, Jan: Trading places: Griffith, Patten and
agricultural modernity. Film History: An Interna-
tional Journal 17(2005)1, pp. 39-65, ISSN 0892-
2160. Note: Also available on the http://muse.jhu.
edu/journals/film_history/toc/fih17.1.html
FILMS • INTERTEXTUALITY • FILM GENRES
• AGRICULTURE • MODERNITY • VALUES • HISTORY

Wiklund, Hans: A Habermasian analysis of the
deliberative democratic potential of ICT-enabled
services in Swedish municipalities. new media &
society 7(2005)5, pp. 701-723, ISSN 1461-4448.
Note: Also available on the http://nms.sagepub.com/
cgi/reprint/7/5/701

The aim of this article is to derive a critical standard
against which institutional arrangements of e-gov-
ernment can be assessed in terms of democratic
potential from Jürgen Habermas’s discursive model
of deliberative democracy, and to illustrate how this
standard can be applied through an assessment of
the information and communication technology-
(ICT) enabled services found on Swedish municipal
websites. The assessment focuses on the potential of
the ICT infrastructure to support deliberative demo-
cratic ideals and is based on a quantitative explora-
tion of all 289 Swedish municipal websites. The
results suggest that, if correctly designed, ICT-ena-
bled services have a deliberative democratic poten-
tial. But this does not overshadow the fact that the
services existing today only support to a limited
extent processes of social learning through rational
argumentation, the core idea in Habermas’s discur-
sive model of deliberative democracy.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
• WORLD WIDE WEB • INTERNET • DEMOCRACY
• PUBLIC SERVICE • LOCAL COMMUNITIES
• SWEDEN • HANS HABERMAS
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Denmark
Christensen, Lars Thøger; Fuat Firat, A.; Torp,
Simon: The organization of integrated communi-
cations: toward flexible integration. Odense, Uni-
versity of Southern Denmark, 2005, 37 p. (Syd-
dansk Universitet, Institut for Marketing og Mana-
gement.
ORGANIZATIONS • COMMUNICATION • MARKETING
• COMMUNICATION CONTROL • BRANDING
• ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION

Finland
Ala-Fossi, Marko: Mapping the technological land-
scape of radio: where do we go next? Tampere:
University of Tampere, Department of Journalism
and Mass Communication, 2005, 36 p., processed.
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
• COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
• DIGITAL MEDIA • COMMUNICATION
DEVELOPMENT • RADIO

Aslama, Minna: Digitalizing European public ser-
vice television: the case of programme supply in
Finland. Helsinki: University of Helsinki, Depart-
ment of Communication, 2005, 21 p., processed.
DIGITAL MEDIA • DIGITALIZATION
• TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • PUBLIC SERVICE

Harju, Auli: Citizen participation and the local
public spheres: probing the notions of agency and
identity in the study of local civic action. Tampere:
University of Tampere, Department of Journalism
and Mass Communication, 2005, 13 p., processed.
PARTICIPATION • PUBLIC SPHERE • COMMUNITIES
• JOURNALISM • CITIZENS

Isotalus, Pekka; Aarnio, Eeva: A model for televised
election discussion: the multi-party system perspec-
tive. Tampere: University of Tampere / Jyväskylä:
University of Jyväskylä, 2005, 19 p., processed.
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES • DEBATES
• ELECTION CAMPAIGNS • DISCOURSE
• POLITICIANS

Kantola, Anu: Reason in democracy: discourses of
economic journalism on politics and citizenship.
Helsinki: University of Helsinki, Department of
Communication, 2005, 25 p., processed.
JOURNALISM • DISCOURSE • ECONOMIC INFORMATION
• POLITICS • ELECTIONS • FINANCIAL TIMES

Karppinen, Kari: Media diversity and the politics
of criteria: diversity assessment and technocra-
tisation of European media policy. Helsinki: Uni-
versity of Helsinki, Department of Communication,
2005, 22 p., processed.
MEDIA POLICY • PLURALISM

Kyllönen, Ella: Online activism as persuasive com-
munication. Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä,
Department of Communication, 2005, 11 p., proces-
sed.
COMMUNICATION EFFECTS
• INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION
• COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY • INTERNET

Malmberg, Tarmo: Nationalism and internationa-
lism in media studies: Europe and America since
1945. Vaasa: University of Vaasa, Department of
Communication Studies, 2005, 36 p., processed.
MEDIA RESEARCH • COMMUNICATION RESEARCH
• CULTURAL STUDIES • FILM STUDIES • HISTORY
• EUROPE • AMERICA • USA

Nieminen , Hannu: Disobedient media – unruly
citizens: governmental communication in crisis.
Turku: University of Turku, Department of Media
Studies, 2005, 12 p. , processed.
MEDIA • POLITICAL COMMUNICATION • POLITICAL
INFORMATION

Puustinen, Liina: The age of consumer-audience:
conceptualising reception in media studies, marke-
ting, and media organisations. Helsinki: Univer-
sity of Helsinki, Department of Communication,
2005, 20 p., processed.
CONSUMERS • AUDIENCES • MARKETING

Raijas, Hanna: Digital television and its policy
implications for broadcasting: Britain, Finland and
the battle between economics and culture in the
audiovisual media. Helsinki: University of Helsinki,
Department of Communication, 2005, 13 p., proces-
sed.
DIGITAL MEDIA • DIGITALIZATION • TELEVISION
• BROADCASTING POLICY • UNITED KINGDOM
• FINLAND

Rouhiainen, Maijastiina: The communication com-
petence of leaders: facing the challenges of the
dynamic and knowledge-intensive working environ-
ment. Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, Depart-
ment of Communication, 2005, 19 p., processed.

Nordic Papers Presented at the
First European Communication Conference

24-26 November, 2005, Amsterdam
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COMMUNICATION COMPETENCES • MANAGEMENT
• ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
• WORKING LIFE

Siitonen, Marko: Self-disclosure in multiplayer
computer gaming communities. Jyväskylä: Univer-
sity of Jyväskylä, Department of Communication,
2005, 21 p., processed.
COMPUTER GAMES • VIRTUAL REALITY
• INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION
• SOCIAL INTERACTION • COMMUNITIES

Sivunen, Anu: Identification with the team through
computer-mediated communication. Jyväskylä: Uni-
versity of Jyväskylä, Department of Communication,
2005, 15 p., processed.
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
• SOCIAL INTERACTION • COMMUNITIES
• COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

Tampere, Kaja: Role of media in a transition so-
ciety: analysis of Russian Federation newspaper
coverage of the Beslan school siege. Jyväskylä:
University of Jyväskylä, Department of Commu-
nication, 2005, 57 p., tab., processed.
NEWSPAPERS • COVERAGE • TERRORISM
• RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Taylor, Jeff: European indigenous Internet repre-
sentation: potentials and perils for Sámi. Rova-
niemi: University of Lapland, Department of Me-
dia, 2005, 26 p. processed.
ETHNIC MINORITIES • LINGUISTIC GROUPS
• INFORMATION SOCIETY • INTERNET • SAMI

Norway
Erdal, Ivar John: Researching media convergence
and crossmedia news production: mapping the
field. Oslo, Universitetet i Oslo, Institutt for me-
dier og kommunikasjon, 2005, 25 p.
NEWS • PRODUCTION • MEDIA CONVERGENCE
• BROADCASTING • TECHNOLOGY • JOURNALISM

Gentikow, Barbara: Exploring media experiences:
a new approach to reception theory and empirical
studies. Bergen, Universitetet i Bergen, Institutt
for informasjons- og medievitenskap, 2005, 17 p.
RECEPTION • MEDIA USE • MEDIA • AUDIENCES
• INTERACTIVITY

Hornmoen, Harald: The use of images in popular
science articles and science journalism. Oslo, Høg-
skolen i Oslo, Avdeling for journalistikk, biblio-
tek- og informasjonsfag, 2005, 15 p.
JOURNALISM • POPULARIZATION 
• SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION • AUDIENCES
• IDENTITY • PHOTOGRAPHS • TEXT • RHETORIC
• NEWSPAPERS • MAGAZINES
• HEALTH INFORMATION

Liestøl, Gunnar: Construction and interpretation:
reflections on multidisciplinary approaches to di-
gital media research and development. Oslo, Uni-
versitetet i Oslo, Institutt for medier og kommuni-
kasjon, 2005.
MEDIA CONVERGENCE • MEDIA RESEARCH
• DIGITAL MEDIA • LEARNING
• COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

Lundby, Knut: Interdisciplinarity and infrastruc-
ture: knotworking and mediation in communication
research. Oslo, Universitetet i Oslo, InterMedia,
2005, 26 p.
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH • MEDIA RESEARCH
• COMMUNICATION THEORY

Lüders, Marika: Becoming more like friends: the
significance of personal media in social networking
processes. Oslo, Universitetet i Oslo, Institutt for
medier og kommunikasjon, 2005, 26 p.
INTERACTIVITY • EVERYDAY LIFE • INTERNET
• MOBILE TELEPHONES • YOUTH • MEDIA USE
• TECHNOLOGY

Moe, Hallvard: Challenges to understanding pu-
blic service: globalization, the Internet and the
relevance of a public sphere position on broad-
casting and democracy. Bergen, Universitetet i
Bergen, Institutt for informasjons- og medievitens-
kap, 2005, 26 p.
PUBLIC SERVICE • BROADCASTING
• GLOBALIZATION • INTERNET • DEMOCRACY

Nyre, Lars: Equal deliberation: an experiment with
the function of the public sphere using telephone
and web radio. Bergen, Universitetet i Bergen,
Institutt for informasjons- og medievitenskap, 2005,
25 p.
PUBLIC SPHERE • MEDIA USE
• TELECOMMUNICATION • RADIO
• WORLD WIDE WEB • TECHNOLOGY
• PARTICIPATION • DEMOCRACY

Nyre, Lars: Instructive media research: a metho-
dological rationale for trying to change the mass
media. Bergen, Universitetet i Bergen, Institutt for
informasjons- og medievitenskap, 2005, 17 p.
MASS MEDIA • RESEARCH TRENDS
• SOCIAL CHANGE • METHODOLOGY

Prøitz, Lin: The chronicle of the eye/I: the usage
of camera-phones by young Norwegians. Oslo,
Universitetet i Oslo, Institutt for medier og kommu-
nikasjon, 2005, 14 p.
YOUTH • MOBILE TELEPHONES • PHOTOGRAPHY
• EVERYDAY LIFE • IDENTITY • TECHNOLOGY
• MEDIA CONVERGENCE

Skogseth, Egil G.: Towards fair participation:
recruitment strategies in Demostasjon. Bergen,
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Universitetet i Bergen, Institutt for informasjons-
og medievitenskap, 2005, 19 p.
PARTICIPATION • PUBLIC SPHERE
• WORLD WIDE WEB • RADIO • DEMOCRACY
• MEDIA USE

Slaatta, Tore: Europeanisation and the news me-
dia: issues and research imperatives. Oslo, Univer-
sitetet i Oslo, 2005, Institutt for medier og kommu-
nikasjon, 15 p.
NEWS • MEDIA • JOURNALISM • POLITICS
• DEMOCRACY • SOCIAL CHANGE
• POLITICAL POWER

Steensen, Steen: All about text: why online
journalists seem reluctant to implement new me-
dia technology. Oslo, Høgskolen i Oslo, Avdeling
for journalistikk, bibliotek- og informasjonsfag,
2005, 17 p.
TEXT • JOURNALISM • JOURNALISTS
• TECHNOLOGY • MEDIA
• ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING • WORLD WIDE WEB

Sweden
Findahl, Olle: Reception studies from a psycho-
logical view: a forgotten tradition? Uppsala, World
Internet Institute, 16 p. Note: Paper presented in
Panel 1B: Reception Studies.

BROADCASTING • RECEPTION • PUBLIC SERVICE
• PSYCHOLOGY • HISTORY

Johansson, Catrin: Research on organizational
communication: The case of Sweden. Sundsvall,
Mittuniversitetet, 2005, 31 p. Note: Paper presented
in Poster Session II.
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION • CULTURE
• MANAGEMENT • LEARNING • IMAGE • RISKS
• PUBLIC RELATIONS • CRISIS • SWEDEN

Leeuw, Sonja de; Rydin, Sonja: Diasporic mediated
spaces. Utrecht University & Högskolan i Halm-
stad, 2005, 17 p. Note: Paper presented in Panel 4I:
Transnational Politics of Difference and European:
Communications II: Everyday Transnationalism.
MEDIA USE • TELEVISION • CONSUMPTION
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